The Case
Case 06: WELCOME TO DOWNSTAIRS by
Jackson Tegu

Minding your own business is sometimes off the table. Right-o was
the greatest gumshoe Downstairs had ever seen. And it wasn’t just
for the money. Sure, Right-o played favorites, but it was always with
an eyelet on a better world. A world sih could be proud of. A world
where people wouldn’t wind up the way sih wound up.
We all make bargains with ourselves. What we are and aren’t willing
to do. Right-o’s business partner, Lefty, recalls hearing Right-o
speaking sweetly to some pey with a kind voice late at night. It seems
that someone new came into Right-o’s life the night before it ended.
If minding your own business is off the table you might just get swept
off the table with it. Still, no one wants to end up like that, lost down
in Cushion-Crack, linty and wet. The grime in sih’s tread seems to
say Right-o was following a lead. So who led sih into that dark maze
of alleyways and sewer runoff pipes? And what sick piece of work
pulled the laces out of sih’s eyelets, tore up sih’s heel, and left sih to
be forgotten in Cushion-Crack? Wait. Is that a sprinkle of pepper?
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The City
Objects Are People
“In Downstairs, you can be whatever you want.” That’s the promise
which lures people from their home-shelves and packaging, into the
linoleum streets and towering furniture. To a city of lonely immigrants
clinging to the lie that someday they’ll define how they’re treated. Instead:
fail to climb the ladder. Get hooked on getting polished. Downstairs
swallows you like a lost sock.

People Are Objects
“Fair Use” is the law of the land: other citizens are permitted to pick you
up and use you for your intended purpose. Let’s say I’m a bread knife –
well, you can pick me up and cut a slice of bread. Using me to cut a rope
is repugnant and potentially criminal, and if I cut the rope myself I’d be
treated like a pervert.
Some things were built to last and some were made to be thrown away. A
metal knife is expected to cut many times, but a plastic knife is used once
and then discarded. For most people that’s an indisputable part of the
grand design. For a disposable, Fair Use can destroy your life.

Corrupted By: Ambition
In a culture as stratified and segregated as Downstairs, many are not
content with the lives they’re handed. People rebel when their “use”
doesn’t feel right, or they love someone they shouldn’t, or they can’t
fit into the gender box they’re assigned. But people don’t organize
themselves to reform society. Few even recognize the class structure’s
horrors. Instead, isolated rebels just target those they’re jealous of while
supporting the status quo.
The rot in society is the belief that some people are immune to society’s
defining social pressures, and, if you do what it takes, you can become one
of those people.
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Class and Gender
Social Classes of Downstairs
There are four social classes, with disposables tending towards the
lower end. In descending order:

Heirlooms are our beloved leaders. They must’ve been fabricated

in a better time. They know things that normal objects like you and
me simply wouldn’t understand. Some say it’s possible to work hard
and become an Heirloom, but class doesn’t really work like that.
There are no disposable Heirlooms. Ha! To think of it!

Instruments are accustomed to controlling things, but on a lesser

scale than the Heirlooms. They either work hard or obscure how little
they work. It’s theoretically possible to become an Instrument, but
you have to treat a lot of people like objects to get there.

Tools make up the majority of the populace. Downstairs runs on

Tools getting things done. Many Tools believe themselves to be
Instruments and personally identify with popular Instruments in the
media, looking down on their Tool neighbors.

Garbage drifts around at the bottom of society. Perhaps their

values differ from society’s, or society’s barriers have proven
insurmountable. They often make do with very little or fight over
scraps. Calling someone “Garbage” is offensive, even if they actually
are Garbage.
People from lower classes are not permitted to touch those of higher
ones. Theoretically, Fair Use applies to all citizens, but not in
practice.
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Class and Gender
Genders of Downstairs
There’s a children’s game about the genders and who-loves-who. The rah
symbol is a circle, so the kids use a fist. Sih, marked by an X, is two fingers
extended and held apart. Pey uses a square, which the kids signify with an
open hand. Do you know the game too? Anyway. Rahs, sihs, and peys.

Rahs gravitate toward social leadership and the limelight. Chatty and

socially adept, rahs are expected to always laugh at everyone’s jokes. Rahs
wear clothes that cover their bodies but not their heads.

Sihs love applying their minds to logic or creativity. Sihs are expected

to always speak first in a new situation or on a newly-introduced topic,
helping everyone know what to think. Sihs wear hats only, which aren’t
associated with career.

Peys exalt in physical work and play. They’re often quiet but are generally
fast, strong, and skilled. Peys wear no clothes at all.

Crossing these strict gender boundaries is frowned upon. A pey who
speaks their mind? Inappropriate. A sih who uses their physical strength?
Unseemly. A rah who lets someone embarrass themselves? Rude.
Society assumes that rahs are attracted to sihs’ certainty and intelligence,
that sihs are attracted to peys’ strength and vitality, and peys are attracted
to rahs’ ease and grace. These assumptions form a single-direction triangle
of attraction. Society mocks those who “go the other way.”
Society believes that only one person in mixed-gender couples is actually
satisfied, and in same-gender couples, no one is. Society laughs at
“silverware drawer” relationships with three or more partners. People can
be very cruel.
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The Districts
Downtown

♥

Living and
Kitch
Skid Row

♣

Bath
Outskirts

♠

Outshed

Living and Kitch (♥) - Here, new buildings get
built, old buildings fall, and somewhere in the
bustle a lot of money changes hands. People keep
their heads down, trying not to notice when bad
things happen. Can you blame them if they want to
get a little polished on the weekend?
Bath, AKA “Thronetown” (♣) - Growing up in
the Bath isn’t easy. Lots of Garbage lives here, but
that doesn’t mean it’s full of bad people. Lots of
art gets made here too, there’s a real beauty to the
place if you give it a chance. Providing you ignore
the smells and you don’t mind the grime.
Outshed (♠) Need to go somewhere to unwind?
Need to make something disappear? Look no
farther than Flagstone Landing, your gateway to
Outshed. No one else will. Beyond that it’s all just
wild, thankless countryside. Enough open ground
to bury whatever you want.

Upper Crust Dining (♦) - Beautiful, dignified people that think
they can do and have anything. While it appears
that everything’s in the open, there’s lots going on
behind closed doors, where the Fair Use laws are
stretched to their breaking point.
Dining

♦

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.
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The Players
♥ 4-Kay

PRINCIPLE: “Tagteam it—we can do it if we dream it”
Fork. Tool. Street-smart community member and locally famous rapper. Right-o
performed live as 4-Kay’s percussionist. 4-Kay attributes a descent into the
growling Sinkhole to recent rap success. More than a little bent. Concerned
about how neighborhoods are becoming less safe.

♦ Flute

PRINCIPLE: “Let life fill you up”
Champagne glass. Heirloom. Previous client of Right-o’s looking to return
a favor. Delicate and genteel. Has cracks that no one else has seen. Flute’s
witnessed a lot of corruption at the highest tiers of society. Sings beautifully, but
only in private. Accustomed to the privileges of an Heirloom, Flute can act rather
entitled.

♠ Pounder

PRINCIPLE: “I can’t solve all my problems myself”
Hammer. Tool. Right-o’s chiropractor and friend. Honest and peaceful, it
offends Pounder’s sense of the inherent rightness of the world that innocent
people come to harm. A bit naive, but aware of it. Prone to see things in black and
white, Pounder is eager to learn.

♣ Swipe

PRINCIPLE: “Looking clean is the same as being clean”
Cotton swab. Garbage. A Disposable. Right-o’s informant. Fair Use laws keep
Swipe dodging those who want to clean a hard-to-reach area. Think fast, move
fast, stay wise. As an information broker, Swipe has gotten a little too curious.

♥ Lefty

PRINCIPLE: “Don’t trip up”
Gumshoe. Tool. Detective. Right-o’s partner. Lefty’s sole feels a little worn down
now that Right-o’s gone. Recently Lefty’s started wondering who’s waiting for
the other shoe to drop. Careful and pessimistic. Will Lefty continue as a detective
without Right-o?
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The Victim
Right-o

A gumshoe. Tool. Lefty’s late
partner. Always the first to step
forward, Right-o led the way. But
now sih’s gone, and what kind of
trouble has sih left in sih’s wake?

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.
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The Leads
Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.
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Setting Name #/#

